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Building Specifications

EXTERIOR 

Enclosure of the plot

The enclosure of the plots in the entrance area and the interior street, as well as in the porch area uses a wall finished with stone and with a 
metallic frame to guarantee the privacy of the villas.
To obtain the best views and adapt to the natural terrain of the area, the separation between plots uses a metallic enclosure which in a short time 
will be camouflaged by the planned planting.
This solution fulfils not only the required function of durability, but also contributes to the aesthetic of the whole construction through the use 
of natural elements.

In the entrance area, there is an entrance landing which incorporates the door for pedestrians and cars, with the necessary automated elements 
for easy use.

STRUCTURE

We believe that quality begins with what cannot be seen, and for this reason the framework of our buildings includes the most suitable solutions 
based on a prior geotechnical report, with the ongoing monitoring of an accredited laboratory to ensure quality.

Foundations 

Made of reinforced concrete foundation elements.

Pillars

Made of reinforced concrete and metal depending on the area.

Slabs

Made of reinforced concrete.

EXTERIOR ELEMENTS
Facade 

To achieve perfect thermal and acoustic insulation, as well as improving the aesthetic of the whole construction, our facades are made up of an 
exterior ventilated facade covering of prefabricated panels or finished with Marés stone depending on the area, thermal-acoustic insulation, 
cement mortar rendering, brick laid with mortar and river sand, air chamber and lined with a double sheet of laminated plaster on the interior 
and thermal-acoustic insulation between the profiles of this lining.

This solution prevents thermal bridges on the facade, guaranteeing total thermal and acoustic comfort indoors.

Roofs

The roofs are constructed through the “inverted roof” system, which is made up of the following layers: slope mortar, soldered asphalt cloth, 
protection mortar, double sheet of extruded polystyrene insulation, geotextile, regulation layer and stone flooring on the first floor terraces.

On the non-trafficable roof, the system is the same with gravel finish.

Some skylights allow natural light to enter in certain areas.

Terraces and Porches

The paving of the ground floor porches and first floor terraces uses pieces of sanded limestone.
 
Swimming pool

Each house has a private Munich type infinity pool to create the effect of continuity with the view of the sea. They have a glass mosaic finish 
and independent purification.

Exterior carpentry

To guarantee optimal sealing and the best performance in thermal and acoustic insulation, anodised aluminium carpentry was chosen for 
windows and balconies, breaking the thermal bridge, combined with safety double glazing, which depending on its orientation, has solar 
control and low emissivity as well as an air chamber, thereby guaranteeing great energy efficiency. 
The profiles of the sliding windows will be minimalist, reducing their presence on the exterior. 

Armoured metal entrance door with security lock, covered on the exterior with slats of varnished Ipe wood.

INTERIOR ELEMENTS

Partitions

• The invisible part of luxury is silence, and for this reason we have adopted the solutions with the highest levels of acoustic 
and thermal insulation. 
• The interior partitions are made with a double layer of laminated plasterboard on both sides, and rock wool acoustic insulation. 

Interior finishes

For the flooring of the whole house, limestone has been selected. Its format is 70x70 with a skirting board with the same characteristics.

The finish of the walls is top quality smooth plastic paint in white.

The suspended ceiling of each room is made of a sheet of plasterboard suspended from a metallic structure. These elements conceal the 
installations which run along the ceiling and provide additional acoustic insulation. 

Interior carpentry

In the interior carpentry we have also used materials of the very highest quality, giving the residence solid connecting doors, finished in gloss 
white, highlighting the elegance of each room. The large wardrobes and dressing rooms, whose design we have studied in detail, are fully 
finished with chests of drawers, shelves and a trunk.

The handles are by the Arcón brand.

Bathrooms

The opulence of the materials used in the spacious bathrooms make them truly luxurious spaces.

For floor and wall coverings of the shower, limestone is used.

For the countertops, the same limestone is used. The main bathrooms, as well as the bathtub, have a separate shower cabin.

The toilets by the Villeroy et Boch brand are in white. The cast bathtubs are by the Kaldewei brand. 

The chrome taps are by Grohe. 

Kitchens

The large, bright kitchens designed by a leading company of the sector are fully furnished and equipped with latest generation electrical 
appliances by Gaggenau, with a high energy efficiency certification.
The high and low units, whose layout has taken functionality into account, have a large capacity. They are finished in gloss lacquer or natural 
wood depending on the area and have top quality handles and hinges. The countertop is made of latest generation Dekton material, alternating 
with areas of natural wood.

The electrical appliances include a separate refrigerator and freezer, integrated dishwasher, stainless steel multifunction oven, microwave, 
touch-control vitroceramic hob with 4 cooking rings and stainless steel frame, stainless steel extractor hood, stainless steel sink and chrome 
mixer tap with extendible spray. 

A washing machine and tumble dryer have been installed in the laundry room. 

INSTALLATIONS 
Drainage

To avoid leaks and odours, the drainage of water has been planned with the whole system in PVC.
 

Plumbing

The general water network and interior distribution in the residence is through reticulated polyethylene. This material is resistant to all types of 
corrosion, not producing limescale residue on its walls, not altering the properties of the water, and having a low conductivity coefficient which 
reduces heat loss.

The residence includes the construction of tanks for recovering rainwater and using it to irrigate the garden.

Air conditioning and hot water 

The general air conditioning of the residence is through heat pump for cold and hot air, with regulation and an independent system for each 
room. All systems are made by Daikin. 

For heating in all rooms, including the bathroom and kitchen, an underfloor heating system by hot water has been chosen, achieving maximum 
comfort.

The sanitary hot water is produced by high performance Daikin brand solar panels supported by a VRV heat pump system by Daikin and stored 
in two storage tanks of 300 litres and 200 litres.

Electricity, Telephone and TV 

The large number of electrical mechanisms of the residence allows a high level of electrification, facilitating multiple decoration options. These 
high quality mechanisms are by Jung. 

All rooms have a telephone connection and TV with the possibility of tuning in to a large number of international channels. 

Security

The residence has an alarm system which can be connected to the security centre of the company chosen by the client.

In the bathrooms, kitchen and laundry room, there is a flood detection system, which in case of a water leak occurring, immediately cuts off the 
supply to the whole house. Additionally, a smoke detector has been installed in the kitchen and laundry room, 

Garages  

The residence has an enclosed garage on the entrance floor, avoiding ramps and basements which would alter the natural morphology of the 
terrain. 

Gardening

One of the best national landscapers has been in charge of the design of the spacious gardens.

The plants include elements of local vegetation and great tree specimens.

COMMUNAL AREAS

We believe the communal exterior spaces to be an essential part of the urban development, having taken special care of this since the start of 
construction of La Floresta Del Mar.

The complex has 2 spacious outside pool areas with cascade and 2 pools for children, a padel tennis court and consolidated gardened areas, 
which give it a magnificent appearance, and which are a pleasure to walk through.

There is a path exiting the urban development, which after passing through a protected green area, after a few minutes leads us to one of the 
most valued wild beaches of the island, the Cala Bella Dona.

There is a security booth at the entrance from the Avenida Mallorca and another at the entrance from Calle del Alba.

THE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT RESERVE THE RIGHT, DURING EXECUTION OF THE WORK, 
TO MAKE THE MODIFICATIONS NECESSARY DUE TO TECHNICAL, LEGAL OR COMMERCIAL REQUIREMENTS, WITHOUT 
THIS DETRACTING FROM THE OVERALL LEVEL OF QUALITY.
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